Aberdeen
Jazz FestivaL
17 - 27 marcH

weLcome!
Aberdeen Jazz Festival is back in 2022, full speed, full
volume and full of energy!
This year’s festival is bursting with opportunities for you to participate whether that’s as a listener, a learner or simply a lover of all things Jazz.
We’ve also expanded our range of venues to include some stunning and
unexpected settings. Most notably, we will be presenting a series of
specially-commissioned performances in the historic Bon Accord Baths
as well as inviting you to step inside the magnificent, wood-panelled
Society of Advocates.
With a huge variety of performances covering everything from raucous
blues-rock at The Lemon Tree to sophisticated swing at the Cowdray
Hall to late-night grooves at the Blue Lamp, there’s something for all
tastes. Why not surprise yourself and dive into something new?

Tickets available online:
www.aberdeenjazzfestival.com

Presented by:

Blue Lamp • Fri 18 • 7.30pm
Longterm musical partners Oene van
Geel (Viola), Graeme Stephen (guitar) and
Mark Haanstra (Bass) share an open and
eclectic approach to their music, resulting
in adventurous, genre-defying compositions
that subtly nod to everything from jazz to
classical to world music.
This new group is the culmination of the 3
performers’ ongoing musical relationship
which spans many years and many different
projects. This promises to be an evening
of masterful musicianship, inventive
compositions and thrilling improvisation.

Marianne McGregor

Thursday 17 & Friday 18 March

Shapes of Time Trio

£12 • Unreserved seating
14+ (accompanied)

Blue Lamp • Thu 17 • 7.30pm
Marianne McGregor is a major new voice
in the Scottish Jazz Scene. Her vocal
tone is comparable to the likes of Amy
Winehouse or Sarah Vaughan, with an Ella
Fitzgerald-like freedom in improvisation,
and phrasing and emotion akin to that of
Billie Holiday. Don’t miss this chance to
catch her stunning vocals in the intimate
and atmospheric setting of the Blue Lamp.
£13.50 • Unreserved seating
14+ (accompanied)

Funk Connection
Blue Lamp • Fri 18 • 10.30pm
Aberdeen’s finest 10 piece funk, soul and
RNB tribute band are back. Strut your
funky stuff into the night to the coolest
band in town.
£12 • Unreserved standing / seating • 18+

In association with Jazz at The Blue Lamp
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Saturday 19 March

Astrosnax
Blue Lamp • Sat 19 • 10.30pm
Jumping jazz grooves fusing hip hop,
soul and funk from 5-piece Glasgow
based band featuring the amazing
Anoushka Nanguy on trombone and
vocals, and Gyan Panesar on saxophone.
The Saturday night party starts - and
ends - here.
£12 • Unreserved standing/seating • 18+

Matthew Kilner’s Two Tenors
Blue Lamp • Sat 19 • 7.30pm

Martin Kershaw Quartet
Blue Lamp • Sun 20 • 7.30pm

This exciting new project is inspired by the
great tenor saxophone duo ‘battles’ between
Johnny Griffin and Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis,
Gene Ammons and Dexter Gordon to name
a few. Saxophonist Matthew Kilner will be
joined by the amazing Konrad Wiszniewski,
in this awesome ‘battle of the saxes’. Get
yourself down to the Blue Lamp to watch
the sparks fly!

Experience the musical magic of one of
the giants of the Scottish Jazz scene. With
a back catalogue of stunningly creative
and exciting projects, saxophonist Martin
Kershaw continues to thrill and surprise
audiences with his distinctive brand of
passionate, energetic jazz. A longtime
favourite at Aberdeen Jazz Festival,
Kershaw’s quartet performance promises
to be a unique and unforgettable evening.

£12 • Unreserved seating
14+ (accompanied)

£13.50 • Unreserved seating
14+ (accompanied)

Sunday 20 March

Ali and the Gin Mill Genies
Cowdray Hall • Sun 20 • 2pm
Ali Affleck’s three octave range, crystalclear diction and effortless swing has drawn
comparisons to the most memorable of
jazz divas such as Dinah Washington, Billie
Holiday and Peggy Lee.
As an early jazz historian, Ali brings
authenticity and authority to old school
vintage jazz, with her fresh interpretations
breathing new life into this rich musical
heritage. In keeping with this theme, Ali will
present her performance in the Cowdray
Hall, where old and new meet in the Hall’s
beautifully renovated surroundings.
£15 / £10 Students, U16 • Unreserved seating
In association with Aberdeen Art Galleries
and Museums
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Wednesday 23 March

Hooten Hallers
Blue Lamp • Wed 23 • 7.30pm
From Columbia, Missouri, trio The Hooten
Hallers are a high-energy blues-rock band
known for their wild live shows. Their
performances take listeners on a seamless
ride from raucous blues on the lap steel and
bass sax, to sweet three-part harmonies,
to romping dance numbers. With a love of
the strange and the unexplained, this power
trio is simply unlike anything you have heard
before. Book early!
£12 • Unreserved seating
14+ (accompanied)
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Thursday 24 March

Amy

Tribute to the Headhunters

Belmont Filmhouse • Wed 23 • 7.30pm

Blue Lamp • Thu 24 • 7.30pm

A rare chance to revisit Asif
Kaspadia’s 2015 documentary
about the life of the late
singer-songwriter Amy
Winehouse. Following the
troubled but brilliant artiste’s
rise to fame, the film is as
moving as it is compelling.

Pianist Alan Benzie reveals his
funky side in this tribute to
Herbie Hancock’s seminal jazz
funk group The Headhunters.
Benzie has brought together
some of Scotland’s top
musicians for this performance
- Konrad Wiszniewski on
saxophone, Ben MacDonald on

A shocking but honest
portrayal of the difficult
relationship between music
and celebrity, the documentary
raises many thought-provoking
issues still relevant to today’s
music industry.

£9/£7 • Seated • 15+ • Book via Belmont Filmhouse
In association with Belmont Filmhouse

guitar, Ewan Hastie on bass
and Mark Scobbie on drums.
Expect infectious grooves, high
energy interaction, and lots of
good vibes as they play faithful
but fresh takes on Headhunters
classics like Chameleon and
Watermelon Man, as well as
some lesser known gems.

£13.50 • Unreserved seating • 14+ (accompanied)
In association with Jazz at The Blue Lamp
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Friday 25 March

Young Pilgrims
Blue Lamp • Fri 25 • 10.30pm
Exploding out of the thriving
Birmingham jazz scene, Young
Pilgrims are an extraordinary
9-piece brass band brimming
with jazz-rock energy. Their
adventurous sound features
trumpets and trombones

alongside baritone sax,
sousaphone and not one but
two drummers driving the
band’s high-energy rhythmic
groove. All set to raise the
roof of the Blue Lamp - strap
yourselves in..!

£12 • Unreserved seating / standing • 18+

Son Al Son
Blue Lamp • Fri 25 • 7.30pm
Get ready to party with Son Al
Son’s high-spirited latin vibes!
Consistently filling dance floors
across the country, Son Al Son
bring their irresistible energy to
the Blue Lamp.

Featuring top musicians from
Cuba, Venezuela and Scotland,
expect a celebration of sizzling
salsa - not to be missed!

£13.50 • Unreserved seating • 14+ (accompanied)
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Workshops

worKsHops
aberdeenjazzfestival.com/workshops

Play with Young Pilgrims

Writing Good Funding Applications

Improvising Strings

Kings Pavilion, Aberdeen Uni
Sat 26 • 11am

Blue Lamp (Upstairs)
Sat 26 • 4pm

Food Story (Upstairs)
Sun 27 • 1pm

School aged instrumentalists are invited
to play along with one of the festivals
most energetic bands. The workshop
will be specially tailored to participants
instruments and abilities, so get your
RSVPs in early and get those instruments
warmed up!

Have you got a strong idea for a project
and need funds to make it happen?

Join Seonaid Aitken in this practical
workshop exploring improvisation
techniques on bowed string instruments.

Open to all school aged instrumentalists
from from P6 - S6.
Free • RSVP online
aberdeenjazzfestival.com/workshops

Simon Gall demystifies the process
behind writing funding applications.
Increase your chances of getting funding
for your social or cultural project by
learning how to write strong
coherent applications.

Who says strings can’t swing?!
14+ Open to intermediate - advanced
string players.
£15 (limited places)

£12
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Saturday 26 March

Soundbath
Bon Accord Baths • Sat 26
10am/11am/12pm
In an exciting and unusual first, Aberdeen
Jazz Festival presents a series of sitespecific performances in the historic Bon
Accord Baths. Closed to the public since
2008, the vast, light-drenched, cathedrallike space will form an atmospheric
backdrop to 2 specially-commissioned
short performances.
Not only a visual spectacle, the acoustics
of the cavernous Art Deco building also
create an amazing aural experience, with
sound reverberating around the tiled walls
and pool floor. A unique opportunity to step
inside and immerse yourself in this hugely
atmospheric space filled with memories.
Please note that the Bon Accord Baths is
a building undergoing restoration. There
are no toilets available in the building, and
no heating. Please contact us if you have
access requirements. Access to the pool
hall itself is via staircase but some balcony
seats are available. Supported access can
be requested for these.
Free • Unreserved seating / standing
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Saturday 26 March

Jazz
tHe day!
Jazz the Day
Blue Lamp/Lemon Tree/Spin • Sat 26 • 1pm - 4.30pm
3 venues, 8 great events, all
with 1 ticket. Mix and match gigs
and jam sessions throughout
Saturday afternoon - the perfect
option when there are just too
many great events to choose
from! Seasoned acts and new
collaborations aplenty plus the
chance to get in amongst the
action yourself.
Ali Affleck’s festival club
transforms the Blue Lamp into
a space where the audience is a
part of the action. Sing, dance,
play with Ali’s all star band or
simply join in with the lively
atmosphere and soak it all up.
£12 / £6 Students • All ages

Just down the road, the
Lemon Tree and Spin will host
performances by the very best
of local and visiting talent - not
least Melodie Fraser’s “A Change
is Gonna Come” featuring the
soulful voices of AiiTee and
Aiysha and rapper Jackill.
You can also enjoy infectious
grooves by SCuba, fingerpicking
prowess by Nico Gaul with blues
from Further On; gypsy swing
from Los Acousticos Bandidos
and more tbc.
Phew! Seize the day and
experience as many of these
great events as you can!
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Saturday 26 March

Rose Room
Cowdray Hall • Sat 26 • 2.00pm
Journey with Rose Room to
1930s Paris! Fronted by virtuoso
violinist and singer Seonaid
Aitken, the quartet deliver
Gypsy Jazz favourites and selfpenned originals with virtuosity,
verve and panache.

Combining brilliant
musicianship and warm
personality with the elegant
surroundings of Cowdray Hall,
this is set to be a dazzling
afternoon of high-class
entertainment.

£15 / £10 Students, U16 • Unreserved seating
In association with Jazz at The Blue Lamp

Trio Nadurra / Kieran McLeod Group
Blue Lamp • Sat 26 • 7.30pm
Originally from Aberdeen, Kieran
McLeod is a jazz trombonist of
international renown, playing
with the SNJO, Riot Jazz and
Julian Arguelles amongst many.
As a band leader, Kieran writes
high-energy music filled with
interweaving melodies with
influences from New Orleans
to Scotland and from Cuba to
South Africa.

Born from over 25 years of
friendship and music between
Barry Middleton (piano), Peter
Lowit (acoustic bass) and Fraser
Peterkin (drums), the trio take
their name from the Gallic word
meaning natural, pure, unfiltered.
This quality is reflected in their
music which takes inspiration
from the great jazz composers
whilst also aiming to break new
musical ground.

Trio Nadurra open the evening.
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£13.50 • Unreserved seating • 14+ (accompanied)

Queen’s Cross Church • Sat 26 • 7.30pm
The wonderful Brian Kellock takes centrestage to
perform a sumptuous version of Gershwin’s classic
Rhapsody in Blue specially arranged for piano and
strings. Featuring a hand-picked 8-piece string
orchestra led by Seonaid Aitken, this promises to be a
real highlight of the festival!

Saturday 26 March

Rhapsody in Blue feat. Seonaid Aitken
and Brian Kellock

Prepare to be serenaded and swung by a host of
gorgeous Gershwin favourites in the magnificent
surroundings and stunning acoustics of Queen’s
Cross Church.
£15 / £10 Students, U16 • Unreserved seating
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Saturday 26 March

King King / Gerry Jablonski Band
Lemon Tree • Sat 26 • 8pm
Hailed ‘best blues rock band in the world’ (Blues Rock
Review), King King’s most recent albums ‘Exile and
Grace’ and ‘Maverick’ have stormed the charts, firmly
cementing their reputation as one of the best live acts
of the moment.
Alan Nimmo is a virtuoso frontman possessed of an
almost impolite level of charisma and the talent to back
it up. As a live band, they are unforgettable.
With the formidable Gerry Jablonski and the Electric
Band opening the show, this promises to be an epic
night for blues fans - get ready to rock.
£25 • Unreserved seating / standing • 18+
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Blue Lamp (upstairs) • Sat 26 • 10.30pm
An evening of DJs exploring the
realms of broken beat, hosted
in collaboration with local
community radio station, Aerial.
Slip into the syncopated world
of broken beat, or “bruk”. The off
the radar upstairs bar at the Blue

Lamp is the perfect hot house
for local groove meisters to break
out beats from this electronic
music sub-genre that cites heavy
influence from jazz fusion and
acid jazz among others.

Saturday 26 March

Broken Beat

£6 • Unreserved seating / standing • 18+

Jazz House Party
Blue Lamp • Sat 26 • 10.30pm
Club beats, latin flavours, and sizzling
solo’s abound in this live jazz infused
twist on the classic 90’s house groove. It’s
late at The Lamp and by this stage of the
festival that means - Party!
Featuring Whiskey Por Favor, King of Keys
and more tbc.
£6 • Unreserved seating / standing • 18+
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Sunday 27 March

Jazz on a Sunday Afternoon
Blue Lamp • Sun 27 • 2pm
Morag McCall presents “Swing
the Sixties”, a trip back to the
days when skirts were short and
beehives were high, jazz was
cool and the clubs were hot!
Here she will pay tribute to the
emergent girl singers and iconic
songwriting partnerships of
British pop music in the middle
of the 20th Century.

Pianist Neil Birse will be joined
by trumpeter Dawid Rejniak
and Peter Lowit on bass.
Equally at home in classical
and jazz settings, versatile
pianist Birse will lead his
trio through a range of jazz
repertoire. The perfect way to
spend a Sunday afternoon!

£5 (Students & kids free) • Unreserved seating • Door sales only

Richard Michael - History of Jazz Piano
Cowdray Hall • Sun 27 • 2pm
Richard Michael occupies a
special place in the musical life
of Scotland. As a performer,
composer and educator, Richard
has a vast knowledge of jazz
styles. When sharing his passion,
it proves infectious! Richard’s
“History of Jazz Piano” will
lift the lid on the style and

technique of major pianists
from Fats Waller to Keith Jarrett,
all with Richards signature
virtuosity, inventiveness and
humour. He also invites the
audience to suggest themes on
which he will then improvise.
Jazz piano history in the making!

£12 / £8 Students, U16 • Unreserved seating
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In association with Aberdeen Art Galleries and Museums

Society of Advocates Library
Sun 27 • 5pm
Put on your sharpest suit or most glamorous
frock and step back in time to the Golden
Age of Jazz! The Vintage Girls will recreate
the sound and style of the 1920s in the
intimate, wood-panelled surroundings of the
Society of Advocates Library.

Sunday 27 March

The Vintage Girls present ‘The
Roaring 20’s and Beyond’

With limited numbers this promises to
be an exclusive, classy and truly
memorable afternoon.
£13.50 • (Tea / coffee add-on £2)
Unreserved seating
Please note that access to this venue is by
staircase, no wheelchair access available. Please
contact us if you have access requirements.
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Sunday 27 March

Matt Carmichael Quintet
Blue Lamp • Sun 27 • 7.30pm
A distinctive new voice in a crowded scene’
(BBC Music Magazine), saxophonist Matt
Carmichael is Scotland’s sensational new
jazz shooting star.
Increasingly lauded for his compositions, not
least on his debut album ‘Where Will The
River Flow’ (2021), Matt has a special way of
spinning new hues from strands of melodic
jazz and Scottish folk.
To weave these together live on stage Matt
will be joined by Laura Wilkie (fiddle), Fergus
McCreadie (piano), David Bowden (bass) and
Stephen Henderson (drums). This promises
to be a very special finale concert for the
2022 Aberdeen Jazz Festival.
‘Strikingly organic synthesis of lyrical Jazz
and Scottish Folk’ - The Scotsman.
£13.50 • Unreserved seating
14+ (accompanied)
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Virtual Festival Pass

Aberdeen Youth Jazz Ensembles

Online • 13 - 20 April

Launch date: 24 April

We’d love you to join us for the live gigs, but if you
can’t make any, or all of them, you might want to
consider the amazing value of the Virtual Festival
Pass. Our video team will record selected concerts
at the Blue Lamp and they will be available in their
entirety for you to watch on your home screen for a
single ticket of £20.

Improvisation, creativity, innovation.
Time for ‘jazzin’ out, locking into
grooves and playing together!

event that includes a bespoke
workshop with the Oga Quartet and
introductory ensemble sessions.

We are launching our Aberdeen youth
jazz ensembles and are opening signups to young instrumentalists across
the city and shire. Junior Jazz will
host participants from P4 - S2 and
the revived JATBL Jazz Combo will
cater for intermediate - advanced
secondary school students.

Both ensembles will make their
festival debut in 2023. We can’t wait!

The shows will be loaded up at the same time and
will be available from our web site, from April 13th
- April 20th.
£20

Both groups will come together
on the 24th April with a launch

Virtual Festival Pass & Youths

aberdeen
youtH
Jazz

In partnership with Aberdeen
University and Jazz At The Blue Lamp.
Sign up before 23 March for free
tickets to select events.
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Tickets available online:
www.aberdeenjazzfestival.com

our venues

Thu 17

Neil Birse and Ed Parr

Cowdray Hall

Thu 17

Marianne McGregor

The Blue Lamp

Fri 18

Shapes of Time Trio

The Blue Lamp

Fri 18

Funk Connection

The Blue Lamp

Sat 19

Matthew Kilner’s Two Tenors

The Blue Lamp

Sat 19

Astrosnax

The Blue Lamp

Sun 20

Ali Affleck and the Gin Mill Genies

Cowdray Hall

Sun 20

Martin Kershaw Quartet

The Blue Lamp

Wed 23

Hooten Hallers

The Blue Lamp

Wed 23

Amy

Belmont Filmhouse

Thu 24

Tribute to the Headhunters

The Blue Lamp

Fri 25

Son Al Son

The Blue Lamp

Fri 25

Young Pilgrims

The Blue Lamp

Sat 26

Soundbath

Bon Accord Baths

Sat 26

Jazz the Day!

Lemon Tree/Blue Lamp/Spin

The Blue Lamp
121 Gallowgate
AB25 1BU

Spin
10 Littlejohn Street
AB10 1FG

Cowdray Hall
Schoolhill
AB10 1JQ

Bon Accord Baths
Justice Mill Lane
AB11 6EP

The Lemon Tree
5 West North Street
AB24 5AT

Society of Advocates Library
Concert Court, Broad Street
AB10 1BS

Sat 26

Rose Room

Cowdray Hall

Sat 26

Rhapsody in Blue feat. Seonaid Aitken and Brian Kellock

Queen’s Cross Church

Queen’s Cross Church
Albyn Place
AB10 1YN

Belmont Filmhouse
49 Belmont Street
AB10 1JS

Sat 26

Trio Nadurra / Kieran McLeod Group

The Blue Lamp

Sat 26

King King and Gerry Jablonski Band

The Lemon Tree

Sat 26

A Jazz House Party

The Blue Lamp

Sat 26

Broken Beat

The Blue Lamp (Upstairs)

Sun 27

Richard Michael - History of Jazz Piano

Cowdray Hall

Sun 27

Jazz on a Sunday Afternoon

The Blue Lamp

Sun 27

The Vintage Girls present ‘The Roaring 20’s and Beyond’

Society of Advocates Library

Sun 27

Matt Carmichael Quintet

The Blue Lamp

WitH tHanKs to

